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Competence and Know-how.

More experience means more security.

Few of the world’s automobile manufacturers have their own in-house
tradition of constructing security vehicles. For over 30 years, 
BMW has been one of those few, and as a result has a wealth of
experience in providing reliable and sophisticated solutions for the
protection of at-risk vehicle occupants. 

Among these mobile security solutions is the BMW 5 Series Security,
where innovative technologies and materials provide comprehensive
protection meeting protection level VR4 without compromising the 
driving pleasure you are used to from BMW.

■ Private and confidential consultancy

by BMW specialists worldwide

■ Individual support by the inter-

national BMW service network

■ Plus, by means of a worldwide 

logistics network, the fastest

possible supply of parts for BMW

Security cars

■ BMW Driver Training in BMW

Security vehicles
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A design that sets standards.

The front end is the starting point of all

flowing lines, which extend from the

long hood to the sides and well into

the rear of the BMW 5 Series in one

integral movement.

7

Exterior.

The sum of the parts.

The series-production version of the BMW 5 Series 
meets the most exacting standards expected of a saloon
car. It combines dynamics, functionality and aesthetics – 
at first sight, the BMW 5 Series promises an exciting 
driving experience. And with its powerful engines and 
innovative lightweight construction, it delivers on that 
promise round every corner and along every straight.



Exterior.

Unquestionable style.
8
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Exterior.

Inconspicuousness creates security.

A subtle combination of safety, dynamics and comfort produces the
BMW 5 Series Security: a vehicle that is not immediately identifiable
as a security vehicle. However, you are aware of the fact that the 
integrated safety technology is always there for you and ready for
deployment at all times.

Retain your aesthetic values.

The sporty elegant design of the 

BMW 5 Series saloon car is fully

retained in the Security version.

Retain your personal style.

Even in your individual choice of

equipment and layout there are 

few limits. 

Almost all the available options of the

BMW 5 Series are also applicable 

to the Security version. 

Comfort equipment and security-

specific optional extras are also 

available for the BMW 5 Series 

Security only.

Interior.

Absolute comfort. Precise control.

In the interior, high-quality materials,

clear surfaces and generous dimen-

sions ensure outstanding comfort. 

The ergonomic design of the 

BMW 5 Series cockpit ensures 

refined driving and perfect control, even

in critical situations.

Fewer controls mean an uncluttered

dashboard and ease of control, 

focusing on the driver and his driving

pleasure.
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The rear of the BMW 5 Series 

impresses thanks to its clever use 

of space, placing particular stress 

on ideal head and legroom. Rear

passengers will appreciate the 

generous dimensions, which 

guarantee comfort even on the 

longest journeys.

The new BMW 5 Series offers eight

individually programmable buttons in

the centre console, the so-called 

Favourite Buttons. These can, for

instance, be programmed with a 

destination address for the navigation

system, a telephone number or a 

selected audio source. 

9
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Engines.

Maximum power in every situation.

A choice of two high-torque 

engine options is available for the 

BMW 5 Series Security model.

Both the V8 and inline 6-cylinder

engines deliver their superior power

over the complete range of engine

speeds.

This ensures sustained agility and 

unchallenged performance in all 

situations, despite the increased 

vehicle weight.

(Performance figures see Technical Data.)

16



Innovation and Technology.

Maximum safety.

Safety is one of the most important

criteria, particularly under

extreme conditions. The BMW

5 Series features state-of-the-art

safety systems meeting the most

exacting demands, with active 

safety right at the top of the list.

That is why the BMW 5 Series 

is equipped with a variety of

electronic control systems 

to assist the driver in critical 

situations.
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Dynamic Stability Control (DSC).

Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) 

switches between the engine and 

brakes to prevent oversteer or under-

steer. The DSC driver assist system 

involves several different modules,

from ABS technology to Dynamic 

Traction Control (DTC) and automatic 

differential braking.

The latest generation of Dynamic 

Stability Control offers additional 

functions:

The Hill Start Assistant: Aids 

drivers when starting on slopes

Brake Standby: Reduces the 

stopping distance in emergency

braking situations

Rain Brake Support: Improves the

brakes’ response characteristics 

in wet conditions

Soft-Stop Function: reduces any

jolting when the car comes to 

a halt under light braking

Fading Compensation: Ensures 

undiminished braking performance

under habitual braking pressure

when the brakes are hot

Dynamic Drive.

An active suspension system that

reduces body roll in corners to a 

minimum. Dynamic Drive enables 

superior agility at every speed, as well

as optimum directional stability.

(see lower figure)

Active cruise control with 

stop-and-go function.

This driver assist system automatically

maintains a preselected speed and 

distance to the vehicle in front. 

In slow traffic, the system brakes 

automatically, even bringing the 

vehicle to a standstill if needed. It then

accelerates automatically and brings

the vehicle back to the selected

speed, once the road is clear again.

BMW Night Vision.

Thanks to the state-of-the-art infrared

technologies of BMW Night Vision,

drivers can clearly detect far-off people

and animals on the road earlier than

ever before and in clear detail-before 

a dangerous situation can arise. The

system works even when there is 

oncoming traffic.

Adaptive Headlights.

Adaptive Headlights feature an 

innovative combination of the adaptive

low beam and the new turning light.

This ensures increased safety at night

and in poorly lit situations. 

Active steering.

Improved direct steering ratio at low

speeds ensures optimum handling

and more comfortable parking. 

Maximum driving stability is provided

by more indirect steering behaviour at

high speed.

Dynamic Traction Control (DTC).

Dynamic Traction Control (DTC) is 

a feature of the DSC system that can

be switched on when on a slippery

surface. Ensures improved traction 

and prevents wheelspin. 
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BMW Safety and Security Concept.

What counts is the whole.

The F.I.R.S.T. principle (Fully Integrated Road Safety
Technology) applies to all BMW vehicles: this principle
combines all aspects of active and passive safety into an
integrated whole. Priority here is given to the avoidance
of risks – because the best policy is to prevent an 
accident from happening in the first place.

Special requirements relating to the protection of persons exposed
to risk are based on this concept. This ensures that BMW Security
cars also protect their passengers appropriately in all situations.

3.

High Security
VR6/VR7

BMW 745Li High Security

BMW 760Li High Security

2.

Security
VR4

BMW 530i Security

BMW 550i Security

BMW X5 4.4i Security

1.

F.I.R.S.T.

BMW
Safety and Security Concept. 

Tailor-made protection:

The BMW Security is armoured to 

ballistic protection level VR4, 

penetration resistant to handgun 

projectiles up to calibre .44. 

The High Security concept (protection

level VR6/VR7) has been developed 

for more extreme situations.



Protection Level VR4.

Officially inspected and certified.

The safety glass protects against

full-jacketed flat-head bullets up to 

.44 Magnum (additional tests were

carried out with .357 Magnum and 9

mm projectiles): Soft core ammunition,

projectile velocity 440 m/s, projectile

mass 15.6 g, shot distance for testing

5 m. Tested with three shots at a 

striking distance of 120 mm.

The testing and certification of the

entire vehicle were carried out by the

State Ballistic Authority in Mellrichstadt/

Germany, according to European 

standards DIN EN 1063 and DIN 

EN 1522/23-1. Testing is based on 

the BRV 1999 testing and certification

guidelines for bulletresistant

passenger cars and other vehicles.

Driving a BMW 5 Series Security

conveys a safe, relaxed feeling.

From development right through

to production readiness, the 

BMW 5 Series Security undergoes

comprehensive inspection 

procedures which include both

ballistic tests and driver trials.

22 23

HK P9S gun, calibre 9 x 19. Colt 6-inch revolver, calibre .357 Magnum. S&W 8-inch revolver, calibre .44 Magnum.

The entire passenger cell of the 

BMW 5 Series Security is bullet-

resistant and also protects against

bullets up to calibre .44 Magnum 

(including .357 Magnum and 9 mm).

This is ensured by moulds and 

plates made of special composite 

fibre materials (aramide and 

polyethylene) plus high-performance

ballistic-resistant steel. The side 

areas, roof, pillars, door trim panels,

front footwell and rear are all 

reinforced with these materials.

The testing complied with the impact

angle of 45° to 90° required by the

BRV guidelines. On top of this, 

various angles between 17° and 90°

were tested all round the entire 

vehicle, thus exceeding the require-

ments of the BRV 1999 guidelines

and guaranteeing the most realistic

scenario possible .



Security Equipment.

Complete security direct from the factory.

Attack Alarm System

When the button for triggering the

attack alarm system is pressed, optical

and acoustic signals direct the greatest

possible level of attention towards the

car: a wailing siren sounds for a period 

of 30 seconds. This is accompanied by

the main-beam headlights and foglights

flashing on and off at the same interval.

For safety purposes, all the windows 

are closed, the central locking system 

engaged, the automatic air-conditioning

shut down and the fresh air flaps closed.

24 25

Run-Flat tyres.

The Run-Flat system enables the 

vehicle to drive up to 50 km at a 

maximum of 80 kph (50 mph) in the

event of a puncture, so that you can

make sure you reach safety before

changing the tyre.

Reinforced side walls and a heat-

resistant rubber mixture mean 

the tyre can still be used even if there

is a complete loss of pressure, and 

the wheel rim shape prevents the 

tyre from detaching from the wheel. 

The brakes have also been suitably

increased in size in order to guarantee

optimum deceleration.

Central locking system.

The central locking system is automa-

tically activated when pulling away

both forwards and in reverse as soon

as the BMW 5 Series Security has 

reached a speed of 4 mph.

Electric windows.

For maximum protection of occupants,

the BMW 5 Series Security’s windows

have no obstruction sensors. The front

windows can be opened almost

completely while the opening of rear

windows is available as an option.

Standard tyre deflated 
(without Run-Flat)

Self-supporting tyre deflated
(Run-Flat)

Intercom system.

An intercom system is installed for

communication with persons outside

the vehicle while doors and windows

are locked. The control unit is installed

in the centre console.

Further specific equipment

requirements and mounting/

installation facilities for additional

features are available on request.

Chassis and suspension.

In terms of driving stability, braking 

and steering characteristics, the 

BMW 5 Series Security can hardly be

distinguished from a normal 5 Series

car. This is achieved through a wide

range of changes to the chassis 

and suspension precisely designed 

to compensate for the vehicle’s 

increased weight. As a result, the car’s

dynamism and agility are virtually

unaltered and the car can be driven 

in a normal fashion even on adverse

road surfaces. 



26 27Security Equipment.

Individually tailored to your requests.

A variety of special installations in the

BMW 5 Series Security provide its

passengers with additional security. 

An additional option is the installation

of LED flashers behind the BMW

radiator grille. When activated, this 

particularly conspicuous light signal

ensures immediate recognition for

other vehicles. This effectively increases

the security of passengers and 

ensures their safe and fast arrival at

their destination.

Rear stop sign.

The stop sign indicator is 

inconspicuously installed into the 

back shelf. When folded up, a 

variety of predefined messages 

can be displayed in LED lamps. 

functions. In this way, it ensures that

persons occupying the passenger cell

have no further influence over central

locking or engine start systems.

Anti-kidnapping package.

The anti-kidnapping function allows

persons locked in the boot to escape

at the press of a button. 

This button locks all vehicle doors 

and windows to prevent driver and

passengers leaving the vehicle and

disables all engine and electronic
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BMW Basic Service Inclusive.

Off to a good start.

■ Oil change with oil filter

(not including top-ups)

■ Service/replacement of air filters, 

fuel filters, microfilters, spark 

plugs, brake fluid

■ Vehicle check and standard 

services as set out in 

the BMW service booklet

BMW Service Inclusive.

Up a notch.

■ Oil change with oil filter

(not including top-ups)

■ Service/replacement of air filters, 

fuel filters, microfilters, spark 

plugs, brake fluid

■ Brake pads, front and rear

■ Brake discs, front and rear

■ Clutch (wear and tear) 

BMW Service + Repair Inclusive.

Pole position.

■ Oil change with oil filter

(not including top-ups)

■ Service/replacement of air filters, 

fuel filters, microfilters, spark 

plugs, brake fluid

■ Brake pads, front and rear

■ Brake discs, front and rear

■ Clutch (wear and tear) 

■ Windscreen wiper blades/rubbers 

as part of routine maintenance

■ Vehicle check and standard 

services as set out in the BMW

service booklet

■ Extension of your statutory right of

repair for vehicle defects during the

agreed term

CBS and BMW Service Inclusive. 

Leaving you free to focus on the

important things in life.

Service convenience begins inside

your BMW 5 Series. Your on-board

Condition Based Service (CBS) 

computer permanently monitors oil

and fluid levels and the degree of wear

and tear of individual components,

while the info display keeps you up 

to date. You can also use iDrive to 

manually check your service schedule.

Benefits of CBS and BMW Service

Inclusive at a glance:

■ maximum cost control thanks to

fully transparent overview of costs

and services

■ maximum quality guaranteed by

highly skilled professionals 

■ maximum safety

■ maximum mobility and flexibility

There are a number of service

packages to choose from.

This allows you to pick the combi-

nation that best reflects your motoring

needs. You can decide, for example,

whether you want cover for three, four,

five or six years, with distances starting

at 60,000 km and going all up the 

way up to 150,000 km. The service

package expires as soon as you reach

either the time or distance milestone

agreed (whichever you reach first).

BMW Service Inclusive.

The premium way to travel. 

The BMW 5 Series is in a league of its own when it comes to power and aesthetics. 

It is a remarkable synthesis of the very best in automotive technology. 

And BMW Service Inclusive marks a new dimension in service convenience. 

Because now the car’s servicing can also be determined in advance, for a fixed price 

covering all services provided within the agreed period or distance travelled. 

And that’s regardless of the amount of service work you need to have done.

With BMW Service Inclusive, you

have the added reassurance of

Original BMW Parts, experienced,

trained professionals and state-

of-the-art diagnostic technology. 

■ Windscreen wiper blades/rubbers

as part of routine maintenance

■ Vehicle check and standard 

services as set out in the 

BMW service booklet



30 31BMW 5 Series Security.

Standard and Special Equipment.

Bodywork: all-round passenger cell protection, ballistic protection level VR4, ballistic integrity to BRV 1999 standards. 
All windows 22 mm multi-layered ballistic glass:
– Windscreen with green shade band, optional heating for windscreen and side-view mirrors (price on request)
– Electrically operated front side windows, optional electrical rear window operation (price on request) 
– Heated rear window with automatic turn-off function
Intercom system with incident alarm function
Wheels/tyres:
– Alloy wheels, star spokes 243, 7.5J x 17  
– with run-flat tyres 225/50R17
– Alloy wheels, V-spokes 245, 8J x 17 
– with run-flat tyres 225/50R17
Spare wheel as emergency wheel: 4B x 17 H2, with 135/80 R17 tyre, price on request
Tyre defect indicator
6-gear automatic transmission with Adaptive Transmission Management (ATM), Steptronic and Shift/Interlock
Dynamic Drive
Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) incl. Dynamic Brake Control (DBC) and Dynamic Traction Control (DTC)
Servotronic
Anti Lock Brake System (ABS) 
Emission standard EU 4
Automatic fuel pump shut-off in severe impact situations
Battery connection with safety clip 
Ventilated disc-brakes at front and rear, modified for increased vehicle weight
Central locking system with theft prevention (unlocking preventer) and crash sensor, automatic activation at 4 km/h
Radio remote control for central locking system, with self-charging key
Alarm system with radio remote control
Horn: Twin-tone fanfare
Airbag and side airbags for driver and front-seat passenger, with seat-in-use detector for driver and passenger seats
Head protection airbags in front and rear
Lateral airbags for rear seat passengers
3-point safety belts for all 4 seats and tensioners
Engine start/stop button
Car and key memory
central-locking 
Drive-away prevention, electronically coded with rolling code, AZT and TÜV approved
Cruise control with braking function, steering column lever switch
Onboard computer
Onboard computer with extended functions
External temperature indicator
Check control 
Combined instrument display with
– Information display and analogue instrument dials
– Tachometer with energy control
– Clock with 24-hour digital display
– External temperature indicator
– Service reminder, shown on information display on starting 
Automatic climate control
Automatic climate control with extended functions

Model 530i Security 550i Security

Radio BMW Business CD, shark-fin roof aerial
HiFi System Professional, shark-fin roof aerial
Control Display with 6.5-inch colour monitor
iDrive Controller integrated in centre console
Interior trim 
– Grey, high-gloss finish
– Wood, genuine poplar, brown grained, high-gloss finish
Leather steering wheel, three spokes, with multifunction controls
Adjustable steering column, mechanical angle and height adjustment
Adjustable steering column, electronic angle and height adjustment
Safety steering column
Standard front seats, “Dakota” leather upholstered, front and rear seat heating optional (price on request):
– electronic front seat angle and height adjustment
– electronic front seat adjustment with driver’s seat memory function
Headrests front and rear
Central front armrest with air vents for rear seat passengers
Central front armrest, sliding, with air vents for rear seat passengers, temperature adjustable
Central rear seat armrest
Central rear seat armrest with container and two cupholders
Automatic interior lighting system with Soft-on/Soft-off control
“Light on” warning
Lighting package with front exit lights, make-up-mirror light, front and rear reading lights
Front and rear reading lights
Reflected light, front, as indirect centre console lighting
Glove compartment, lockable, with light
Seat pockets, back of front seats
Cupholders for rear seat passengers, front holders price on request (standard in RHD)
ISOFIX child seat fittings for rear seats, for both outer seats
ISOFIX child seat fittings for front passenger seat
Electric sunblind for rear window, rear side windows mechanical
Boot lid remote opening with radio key
Boot, illuminated, remote opening with radio key, volume approx. 520 l
Stowage net in boot and front seat passenger foot space
Front fog lamps, rear fog lamp
Bumpers, exterior door handles and side-view mirrors finished in vehicle colour
Front and rear bumpers with replaceable impact absorbers – rear up to 15 kph
Additional front impact absorbing foam, up to 4 kph
Heated, bonnet-mounted windscreen washer jets
Two-speed wipers with additional single-wipe function
Automatic tilting interior and side-view mirrors
Side-view mirrors with aspheric glass
Heated side-view mirrors, electronic adjustment from interior
Exterior door handles in vehicle colour
Automatic headlight control 
Two-step brake lights
Indicators, clear, LED rear indicators
Model type lettering, omission

This catalogue is based on the German-language version. The models depicted may, 
in part, show special fittings or accessories which are not a part of the standard model 
specifications. In some countries, the model types and specifications may not be available
due to local laws or regulations.Variations in the model versions and specifications shown
here are possible. Please ask your BMW Partner for more detailed local information. 
BMW reserves the right to structural modification and changes in specifications.

Standard specification
Special specification
For technical and logistical reasons,
the indicated special specifications apply
to all Security models.

Model 530i Security 550i Security
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